
Case study

Aston Martin required automation of it’s motor show VIP registration mechanism, to 
allow registrants to quickly and easily sign up to the VIP lounge whilst attending the 
Geneva motor show.

To this end, Makepositive integrated Salesforce Sales Cloud with Salesforce Marketing 

Geneva motor show Anton Martin VIP guests received their first wave of 
invitations in February 2017 and were able to register for access to the VIP lounge.

VIP guests using the QR code in the email were able to scan in and visit the VIP 
lounge at Aston Martin during the Geneva Motor show. 

Attendants were subsequently emailed to thank them for their attendance.

This solution was a replicable platform for future events to host invitations, QR 
code allocation and the ability to record guest attendance.

makepositive worked closely with Aston Martin to customise Salesforce Marketing Cloud to 
fit their unique requirements.

Accounts & Contacts were configured with fields and layouts that allow Aston Martin to see 
all information relevant to them.

Data transfers between their Salesforce Marketing Cloud parent Business Unit and Child 
Business Unit to ensure the correct contact data was available at the right time.

A contact Builder model was built to associate all relevant sendable data, and a journey in 
journey builder to trigger messages based on interactions taking place in Salesforce sales 
Cloud.

AMPScript development to draw information from synchronised data sets and directly from 
Salesforce Sales Cloud.

The ResultsThe Solution

Salesforce Marketing Cloud solution for Aston Martin

Aston Martin

Cloud in order to manage invitations and track interest in the event.

One of the biggest challenges for this solution was being able to retrieve 
information from multiple locations at send time, to personalise each email 
correctly.
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